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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and (r) denote a cer- 
tain property on subsets of E. If the dual space E* of E is endowed with 
the topology of uniform convergence on sets with property (r), then E* is 
also a locally convex topological vector space, which will be denoted by 
E*‘. A locally convex topological vector space E is said to be t-reflective 
if the evaluation map e: E -+ E***’ defined by e(x)(f) =f(x) for XE E 
and SE B* is a topological isomorphism. In this note, we characterize 
r-rellexivities for the following cases and investigate their relations: 
(c), convex compact, 
(k), compact, 
(t), totally bounded. 
If we denote by (b) the property “bounded”, then the notion of 
b-reflexivity is nothing but that of reflexivity in the usual sense and its 
characterization can be found in [2, Sect. 201. Note that there are similar 
notions in the literature [l, 41. We have already characterized the notion 
of k-reflexivity in [3], and the main scheme in [3] will be employed again. 
Throughout this note, E always denotes a locally convex topological vector 
space. 
2. AN EXTENSION OF THE BANACH-ALAOGLU THEOREM 
For a subset U of E, the polar U” of U is defined by the set of all f E E* 
such that If(x)\ < 1 for each XE U. Also, if K is a subset of E* then the 
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polar K0 of K is the set of all x E E such that If(x)/ < 1 for each f e K. The 
Banach-Alaoglu theorem states that if U is a neighborhood of 0 in E then 
U” is weak*-compact, actually, it is compact, in E*’ [2, Exercise 18.E]. In 
the following, we see that the above assumption that U is a 
“neighborhood” can be weakened to conclude the compactness of U” 
in E*‘. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subset U containing 0 in E is said to be a 
t-neighborhood if for every subset K with property (7) there exists a 
neighborhood V of 0 such that Vn Kc Un K. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and ‘t 
be one of k and t. If U is a closed convex circled subset of E, then the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(i) U is a z-neighborhood barrel. 
(ii) U” is compact in E*‘. 
(iii) U = K. for some compact set K in E*‘. 
(iv) U = K, for some totally bounded set T in E*‘. 
Proof: The implications (ii)* (iii) and (iii) => (iv) are clear. To show 
that (iv) implies (i), let T be a totally bounded set in E*‘. Then, it is 
weak*-bounded in E*, and so To is a barrel. Now, we show that To is a 
r-neighborhood. If K is a z-set in E then SK0 is a neighborhood in E*‘, and 
so TE (fi + fK”) u . . . u (f, + $K”) for some finitely many f% in E*. Put 
V= (XE E; Ifi < 4 for i= 1, 2, . . . . n}. Then, V is a neighborhood in E 
andwehave VnK~TonK.Incteed,ifxEVnKandfETthenf=fi+~h, 
for some he K”, and so, /f(x)1 d Ifi + +jlh(x)l < 1. Hence, we have 
XE To. 
We proceed to prove the implication (i) =S (ii). Note that the case of 
z = k is exactly [3, Lemma 2.11. For the case t = t, let U be a 
t-neighborhood barrel. Then, U is a k-neighborhood barrel, and so U” is 
compact in E *k by the implication (i) * (ii) with r = k. Now, our proof will 
be completed with the following lemma. Note that this lemma can be con- 
sidered as an extension of [2, Theorem 8.171 because a closed convex cir- 
cled subset U is, a neighborhood in E if and only if U” is equicontinuous. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let U be a t-neighborhood in E. On the polar U”, the topol- 
ogy of E*’ is then identical with the weak*-topology. 
ProoJ It is clear that the weak*-topology is weaker than the topology 
of E*‘. For the converse, let T be a totally bounded set, and S be its closed 
convex circled extension. Then, 4s is also totally bounded and there exists 
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a neighborhood V of 0 such that Vn (4s) E U n (4S), and a finite subset 
b ,, . . . . x,} of T such that Tc (x, +fV)u ... u (x,+ iv). It suffices to 
show that U” n F” c U” n To with F= (2x,, . . . . 2x,}. Let f E U” n F” and 
x E T. Then x - xi E $V for some i = 1,2, . . . . n, and i(x - xi) E S because S 
is circled convex. So, we have 2(x-xi)g Vn (4s)~ Un (4s) c U, and 
it follows that If(x)1 < #(2x - 2xJ + #(2xi)l 4 i + f < 1, and so 
f E U” n To. This shows that the weak*-topology is stronger than the 
topology of E*‘, on the set U”. 
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF Z-REFLEXIVITIES 
Now, we give a general principle to characterize the notion of 
z-reflexivity, which is an abstraction of [3, Theorem 3.21. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and 5 
be one of c, k, t, and 6. Then the evaluation map e: E -+ E*T*’ is a topologi- 
cal isomorphism if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
[z,] For any subset K of E*’ with property (t), K, is a neighborhood 
in E. 
[zz] If U is a subset of E with property (T) then the closed convex 
circled extension of U is weakly compact. 
Proof. Note that e is always injective. We show that if e is surjective 
then e is open. Let U be a closed convex circled neighborhood of 0. Then 
it is automatically a t-neighborhood barrel and so U” is compact in E*’ by 
Theorem 2.2. So, U” has property (5) in E*’ for r = c, k, t, 6, and 
e(U) = Uoo is a neighborhood in E*‘*‘. 
To see that e is continuous if and only if E satisfies the condition [z,], 
note that the injectivity of e implies the relation e- ‘(K’) = K, for any 
subset K in E*, and non-zero scalar multiples of polars K” of subsets K in 
E*’ with property (t) form a local base for the topology of E*r*“. 
Finally, an obvious modification of the proof [3, Theorem 3.21 shows 
that E satisfies the condition [z2] if and only if e is surjective. 
Remark 3.2. From Theorem 2.2, it is easy to see that E satisfies the 
condition [k, ] (respectively, [t 1]) if and only if every k-neighborhood 
(respectively t-neighborhood) barrel is a neighborhood in E. Because every 
t-neighborhood is a k-neighborhood, we have the implication [k,] =+ [t 1]. 
Now, if E satisfies the condition [cl] and U is a k-neighborhood barrel, 
then U” is compact convex in E *’ b Theorem 2.2, and so, it is a c-set in 
E*‘. Hence, U=(U’), is a neighbYorhood, and we have Cc,]* [kl]. 
Because every compact set in E*‘ is weak*-compact, we also see that every 
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Mackey space satisfies the condition Cc,]. Note that if E satisfies [bi], 
which is just the quasi-barreledness, then E is a Mackey space. 
Remark 3.3. If r is one of c, k, or t, then the term “weakly compact” 
can be replaced by “compact” in the condition [zJ by [2, Theorems 13.3 
and 17.81. So, [kJ is just the convex compactness property (see [S]). 
Clearly, we have the chain of implications [bz] =z. [tJ =z. [kz] => Cc,], and 
the condition [cZ] is always true. Also, the completeness implies [tJ by 
[2, Theorem 13.41, and [t2] implies the sequential completeness because 
every Cauchy sequence is totally bounded. Finally, note that the condition 
[bz] is just the semi-reflexivity in the usual sense. 
Now, we investigate the implications between r-reflexivities of E for the 
case of z = 6, c, k, and t. Implications between various concepts in the 
above remarks and the following theorem can be summarized as is shown 
in Fig. 1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a locally convex topological space. Then we have 
the following: 
(i) If E is b-reflexive then it is t-reflexive. 
(ii) Zf E is t-reflexive then it is k-rejlexive. 
(iii) If E is k-reflexive then it is c-reflexive. 
Proof Note that the condition [b,] (respectively, [bJ) implies [tl] 
(respectively, [tJ) as was explained in Remarks 3.2 and 3.3. Hence, we see 
that b-reflexivity implies t-reflexivity. 
Now we prove the statement (ii). Because [tJ implies [kJ, it s&ices to 
show that [tl] plus [tz] implies [kl]. Let U be a k-neighborhood barrel 
in E. To show that U is a t-neighborhood, let T be a totally bounded set. 
Then there exists a compact set K such that Tz K by [t2] (see 
Remark 3.3). So, we can choose a neighborhood V of 0 such that 
A b-reflrve + [I 
barreled f-reflexive P [t2] 
I I I 
C&l k-reflexive + CU 
Mackey t c-reflexive 
FIGURE 1 
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V n K E U n K, which implies that V n TE U n T. Hence, U is a 
t-neighborhood barrel, and so U is a neighborhood in E by [tl]. 
Finally, to prove the statement (iii), let E be a k-reflexive space. Then the 
topologies on E*’ and Eek are the same by [kZ]. So, if K is a compact 
convex set in E*’ then it is compact in E*k and K, is a neighborhood by 
[ki 1. Hence, E satisfies the condition [cl] and E is c-reflexive. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give several examples of locally convex spaces to show 
that we cannot put any more arrows in Fig. 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.1: An example of a r-reflexive space which is not Mackey 
(hence, not b-reflexive). Let E = (I ) * *k. First, we show that E satisfies [&I. 
Note that the weakly bounded subsets in I* are the same as the norm- 
bounded subsets. Hence, if B is a bounded set in E then it is bounded in 
(w*b, and so B, is a neighborhood in l* since 1* satisfies the condition 
[bi]. Hence, (B,)’ is compact in E by Theorem 2.2. 
Next, we show that E satisfies the condition [ki]. To do this, let K be 
a compact set in E*k. Because the evaluation map e from 1’ onto (12)*k*k 
is a topological isomorphism, e-‘(K) is compact, and so K, = (e-‘(K))’ is 
a neighborhood in E. So, E satisfies [tr] and [t2] by Remarks 3.2 and 3.3. 
Finally, we show that E is not a Mackey space. Because the unit ball U 
in I2 is weakly compact, Uoo is weak*-compact in E*. But, U” is not a 
neighborhood because U is not contained in any compact set in I*. 
EXAMPLE 4.2: An example of a k-reflexive space which does not satisfy 
the condition [t2] (hence, not t-reflexive). Recall that U is a sequential 
neighborhood if every sequence converging to zero belongs to U eventually, 
and E is said to be convex sequential if every convex circled, sequential 
neighborhood is a neighborhood. Because every k-neighborhood is a 
sequential neighborhood, it follows that every convex sequential space 
satisfies the condition [kI]. 
Let E = (co, y) be the locally convex, convex sequential space generated 
by (co, w) with the weak topology. Then, E satisfies the condition [k2] by 
[S, Theorem 14-2-41, and so, we see that E is k-reflexive. Note that (co, w) 
is not sequentially complete, which implies that c,~ (co, w)*‘* (see 
Remark 3.3). Because every y-totally bounded set is w-totally bounded, we 
have (co, w)*‘* E (co, y)*‘*. Hence, we have Es E*‘*, and so E does not 
satisfy [ t2]. 
EXAMPLE 4.3: An example of a barreled space (hence, c-reflexive) space 
which does not satisfy [k,] (hence, not k-reflexive). For each n = 1, 2, . . . . 
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denote by e, the element of cO given by e,(k)= 6,,. Put 
x,=1.2-‘e,+ . . . + n - ’ .2 -“e, for every n = 1,2, . . . . and x = lim, X, E cO. 
Let r be a Hamel basis of cO containing (x} u {e,}, and E be the subspace 
of cO generated by T\(x). Then E is of second category, and so E is a 
barreled space. 
Now, K= (0) u {n-‘e,; n = 1, 2, . ..} is a compact set in E. But, the 
closed convex circled extension F of K is not compact in E, because {x, ; 
n = 1, 2, . ..> is a Cauchy sequence which does not converge in E. Therefore, 
E does not satisfy the condition [kZ]. 
EXAMPLE 4.4: An example of a t-reflexive space which is not semi- 
reflexive. Note that the metrizability (respectively, completeness) implies 
the condition [ki] (respectively, [kJ). Hence, any non-reflexive (in the 
usual sense) Banach space does work. 
EXAMPLE 4.5: An example of a semi-reflexive space which does not 
satisfy the condition [t, ] (hence, not r-reflexive for any r = 6, t, k, c). Let 
E= (12, W) with the weak-topology. It is easy to see that E is semi-reflexive. 
Put U= {x E 12; Ix(n)1 6 n, n = 1, 2, . ..}. Then U is a barrel which is not a 
neighborhood. To show that U is a k-neighborhood, let K be a compact set 
in E. Then K is norm-bounded in 12. Put I’= {xE~~; lx(n)1 <n, 
n = 1, 2, . ..) N}, where N is a norm-bound of K. Then V is a neighborhood 
in E, and we have Vn Kc Un K. Hence, E does not satisfy [k,], and E 
is not t-reflexive. Because E satisfies [t2], E does not satisfy the condition 
Ct11. 
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